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India over a billion people accounts for
nearly 17 percent words population of six
thousand million people since 1900 the population
has increased more than three times and if growth
. Continuous at the present rate the world
population in likely to reach 8.5 billion by the
year 2020. And an in present 48.3 percent of
country .In 2000-2001 out of total enrollment in
education 33064410 were woman . Contributing
to 39.4% in the year 2001-2002 .

The country in one of the worlds oldest
civilization and history dating back 5000 years

 Role of Education in Values Crisis
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 ABSTRACT
In the term of teacher education  this is based on system and social behavior of men ,one
things are who is responsible for the system ? We all think that Government and policy
makers responsible .But that is not absolute true  . We all are responsible for value crisis
.Yes Government and policy  makers are part of that problem .Modern system of education
does not have complete base .Some problems occurs in language and some in system
.When whole system is proper it means every part of education must be doing its job.
Basically no one wants education .Many times we does not know what is education  ? We
never try to understand about that .If we are educated then neither govt. nor policy
maker can use us , we apply for education but not implement .Implementation is most
important part of education .We must prepare our youth for that. Country must be strong
where youth is really educated.Role of education in value crisis is not only a topic. But is
a important factor of present system of education .Education is an important factor of
present system of education .Education is an input in the development   and reconstruction
of a nation. In the term of education and its impact on person and its impact on person
an its environs is current theme that is discussed in local to international for all over the
work .Being language in a third world multilingual country.Here is one thing to say that
languages the base of any study which are primary or higher. What happening to Indian
languages what is happening to the speaker of various languages. Education is much
effected by this .This thieves present a detailed analysis and inferences based on . Facts
and figures and look at booth positive and negative effects of the covert and overt impact.

or so .It has been meeting pot of different races
and religions .India is a home for large group of
Hindus ,Muslims ,Christians ,Buddhists,  Sikhs ,
Jain & Persian. A part from 22 official language
Indian speaks more than 1600 other language
and dialects indicating difference in geography.
The country is a home to a huge tribal population
of over 52 millions people. Average literacy rate
is about 65%. & vary enormously across India
between Social groups between urban & rural
population & between man & woman .India
patch work of racial and ethnic group  as resulted
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from centuries of interaction between various
people and culture with in . Such a complexity
various group of women in the country and multi
facts development is global are us . The Indian
Woman have made a men’s and have been
playing and important role in maintains it culture
growth and heritage with development in relevant
are as.

The level of human development across
Country in being measured by UNDP Through
Human Development Index (HDI) which
measures over all achievements in country in three
are as human development ,Via  longevity and
health .(measured in expectation life at birth)
Education and knowledge .(collected from adult
literacy rate combined with enrollment ratio) and
a decent standard of living (judge from
Beal).GDP per capital ) Indian has been sensed
as 124th out of 173 nations with a value of 0.577
in 2000 by UNDP and is classified in the
category of medium human development nations
.The HDI for the country has Improved from
0.302 in 1981 to 472 in 2001 but still the overall
HDI and state level despair has are a cause  of
concern .

It is desirable in the present circumstances
of the country to declare the education of the
mass its provision extension and improvement
to be that part of  educational system to  which
the strenuous efforts  of the state should now be
directed in still large measure than here to fore.

The Education should be declared to be
that part of the whole system of public instruction
which possesses and almost exclusive claim on
local funds set part for education and a large
claim on prudential   revenues .

All  these statement Indicate education
should be men part of any country for
development this is root of any progressive
country. In higher education Curzon emphasized
quality as against quality .But in education he

emphasized expansion  side by side with
improvement .He sanctioned large nonrecurring
grant to primary education in order to counter
act the effects of plague and famine which
affected most part of the country.

In educational terms there is a growing
understanding that the neolibert  version of
globalization .Particularly as implemented (and
ideologically defended) by bilateral and
international organization is reflected in an
educational agenda that privileges if not directly
imposes particularly policies for evaluation
financing assessment. Standards teacher training
.curriculum instruction and testing .In the face of
such .Pressure .More study is needed about local
responses to defend public other policies that
seek to reduce state sponsorship and financing
and to impose management and efficiency models
borrowed from the business sector as a
framework for educational decision making
.These educational responses are mostly carried
out by teacher unions . New social movement
and critical intellectuals often expressed as
opposition to initiatives in education such as
vouchers as subsidizing private and parochial
schools.

This poses a particular problem for analysis
because the relationship between state and
education vary so dramatically according to
historical epochs .Geographical areas .model of
governance and forms of political representation
and between the differential demands of varied
educational levels , any drastic alternation of
models of governance can have multiple complex
and unpredictable effects on education. This
situation calls for a more nuanced historical
analysis of the state – education relationship .This
problematic is more difficult by the train we have
discussed above the erosion autonomy of the
nation state in all matters including educational
policies matters.
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For example let us consider briefly the
situation in latin America from the movement in
which civil wars were ended more than a century
and a half ago, educational system were created
alongside the establishment of borders  for
countries .The constitution of nation of –states
included the creation  of strong  armies and the
promulgation of  national constitution based on
principle drawing from the British Magna Carta
.The American revolution and the French
revolution and therefore expressing a strongly
liberal underpinning .Thus at least three primary
states formation predominated in the latin
American experience over the last century and
a half, these three from of the state include the
liberal state promoting liberal education (say from
the 1880s until the crisis of 1929 in some country
or until around the second world war in the most
countries) the development state (around the
1950s through authoritarian regimes ) with a
center  role played by educational reforms based
on the human capita and the constitution of
deferent forms of the neoliberal state and
educational policies.

In short form a historical perspective.
These complex  connection between education
and the state poses a problem for the analysis of
the state- education relationship .There is no single
way in which they will be affected by the
condition of globalization the pressure of
externally imposed austerity conditions may lead
to sevage reductions in expenditures on
educational on other context .The desired for
increased economic competitiveness and
productivity may lead to increased expenditure
on education politically some national context will
organize education around a revitalized

conception of nationalism and citizen loyality in
other contexts a nation of cosmopolitian
citizenship may prevail .One encourasing travel
foreign and multicultural to tolerance .Culturally
some nations will accept even encourage an
increased reliance on the media popular culture
or new communication and information
technology as  a window through which to
understand one’s place in a global world in other
context these same trends will give rise to an
increased in insularism suspicion and resistance
to external influence .

A book such as this can only begin the
process of exploring the diversity of  such
responses to globalization across varied national
context and the diversity of state education
relationship that generate educational principles
policies and practices in light of these new
condition .In the term of India education of youth
and children is the most important part of nation
for developing .Education is that force which
covert direction of any nation.
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